Round 10
26th October 2014

Cadets

Inkart Championship 2014

Heat 1
Thomas Oxley made a very
good start immediately
jumping ahead of Philip Berry
at hairpin one, only for Phil to
cut back underneath and
regain the position through
the tunnel. Into lap 2 the
pressure was clearly getting
to Borghini Lam as he made

th

a mistake into turn 1 allowing
Andres and Ollie Shaw to
pass. Back at the front
Thomas looks to push Phil
wide into hairpin 2 giving him
the inside line to make the
overtake, Thomas receives a
black flag for this manoeuvre

and rejoins in 5 place.
Andres now right on the back
of Phil cuts back on hairpin
one and gives himself the
inside line into the tunnel
making the overtake and
taking the race win.

Ollie a little caught out by this
goes wide out of the hairpin
as Eric goes for the inside
into the tunnel and makes it
nd
stick. Eric now up to 2 and
looks to have the pace to
stick with Andres at the front.
Jordan now trying to pass
Michael Burrows, he goes for

the inside through the tunnel
but Michael manages to stick
it round the outside and hold
the position. Last lap and
Eric is really hassling Andres
but runs out of time and has
nd
to settle for 2 .

position. Phil Berry makes a
small mistake through turn 1
holding up Alex and Thomas
who again goes for the inside
line at hairpin 1 but is too hot
and Alex cuts back to hold
the position. At the front its
Eric and Alex Bomberg, Alex

putting immense pressure on
Eric as they fight for the lead,
Eric shows his maturity and
st
holds on to 1 place.

Heat 2
A good even start by all
drivers, Jordan Cain pulls off
a very nice overtake on Alex
Bomberg at hairpin one
making his way up the order.
Nathan Smith goes wide at
the hairpin and allows Ollie
Shaw and Eric Su through,

Heat 3
Jacob made a poor start
dropping down the order as
he still gets to grips with the
InKart Championship. Alex
Whipday made a good start
passing Thomas only for
Thomas to fight back through
the tunnel and retake the

Heat 4
A manic start to heat 4
Jordan passes Jacob at turn
1 but is unaware that Eric is
lining up an overtake and
manages to pass him into the
tunnel, Jordan keeps his cool
and repasses Eric the
following lap. Next lap round

this overtake. Jordan Cain
Jordan does it again on
Michael Burrows to take the took the race win.
lead of the race, Eric sees an
opportunity and goes for the
overtake as well, Eric makes
a small mistake and spins
Michael out of contention,
Eric picks up a black flag for

Heat 5
Nathan Smith made a slow
start dropping down the
order. Michael Burrows trying
to make his way up the field
goes for an overtake on Phil
Berry into T9, he is too far
back and Phil closes the
door, Michael hits the

barriers on the inside, spins
the kart round and has to be
recovered by the marshal.
Alex Whipday is driving very
well and has a big lead, he
takes the win ahead of Phil
rd
with Nathan taking 3 place
who had a very good

recovery drive after his poor
start.
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Heat 6
Ollie Shaw made a poor start
but managed to cut across
and just about hold his
starting position although he
was very lucky not to get
spun around. Phil Berry went
wide into turn one, Andres
tried to go around the outside

but Phil bounced off the
barriers and pushed Andres
into the up ramp barriers, he
manage to hold his position
but had to defend into the
hairpin. Andres looked to be
a little off form and made an
uncharacteristic mistake

spinning at hairpin 2 and
dropping down to last. He
makes a quick recovery and
comes back to overtake Phil
in the closing laps. Jordan
took the race win ahead of
Alex Whipday.

Heat 7
Eric made a poor start and
pushed Alex Whipday into
the barriers on the up ramp
as he recovered, Thomas
held his starting position and
immediately pulled away
from the pack, Michael
Burrows and Eric Su battling

nd

it out for 2 but are so evenly
matched Eric cannot make
an overtake. Alex Whipday
recovering from his poor start
made a good overtake on
Nathan Smith at hairpin one,
Thomas took the race win
after a very good drive,

Michael Burrows held on for
nd
2 ahead of Eric Su.

and Jordan takes a wide line
into the hairpin and manages
to get the cutback and inside
line into the tunnel to make
the overtake. Andres sticks
with Jordan and appears to
have more pace but is
unable to pass Jordan as he

again shows his excellent
defensive driving skills to
take the race win.

Heat 8
Thomas Oxley looks to have
an issue and is very slow off
the line he pulls into the
sinbin then into the pitlane for
a kart change, Jordan Cain
goes for the inside line at the
hairpin, overcooks it and
Andres repasses. Into lap 2

The Finals
Another hectic start to the BFinal as Alex Bomberg holds
the outside line around turn
one, Michael Burrows tries to
pass onto the bridge but the
gap closes and Michael is
forced into the barriers, he
loses a lot of momentum and
Thomas passes, Ollie Shaw
has a small lead but Alex is
catching fast, Alex puts on
the pressure and manages to
pass Ollie through the hairpin
section to take the lead.
Michael is also hassling Ollie,
last lap and Michael goes for
it into the final corner, a little
side by side contact but
nothing against the rules,
nd
Michael takes 2 place.

The A-Final saw Jordan Cain
on pole position ahead of
Andres. The only position
change off the start was Alex
th
Bomberg moving from 7
th
into 5 . Andres tries inside
line into hairpin one but
Jordan immediately cuts
back into the tunnel and
retakes the lead, Alex
Whipday right with Andres
and looking for a way to
overtake, Alex Bomberg
again makes another
overtake at hairpin one to
th
pass Eric Su for 4 position.
Andres applying a lot of
pressure to Jordan but he’s
coping well, Andres takes the
lead of the race at hairpin
one with Jordan unable to cut

back. Jordan takes the inside
line at the final corner to get
on the inside of Andres into
turn one, Andres is forced to
back out and defend from
Alex W who is still in the
fight. Andres then gets a run
on Jordan into the tunnel,
Jordan manages to hold his
speed around the outside
and have the inside for the
next right hander to keep the
lead. Jordan goes very
defensive as the final lap
board goes out, altering his
line through the hairpin to
hold on and take another
InKart final victory, Andres
second with Alex Whipday a
very strong third.

